GODIRECT™
CONNECTIVITY
CONSULTATION
GoDirect is Honeywell’s portfolio of industry-leading services and applications that make life easier for operators, maintenance teams and flight crews. Our GoDirect Connectivity Consultation helps business aircraft operators improve the speed, efficiency and cost-effectiveness of inflight connectivity and create a better Connected Aircraft experience for passengers.

When it comes to connectivity, business aircraft passengers have high expectations these days. They want to get connected – and stay connected – so they can be productive and entertain themselves throughout their flight. Sometimes it’s challenging for operators and flight departments to balance passenger demands with business realities.

Operators need to get the most out of their communications solutions and provide the right level of access to meet the needs of both the cabin and cockpit – but without breaking the bank.

Speed and reliability are critical. Nobody wins when satcom systems go down, service is slow, latency issues arise or too much data is consumed.

That’s where Honeywell’s GoDirect Connectivity Consultation enters the picture. It’s a hands-on advisory and software configuration service that puts experienced engineers at your disposal. With decades of experience in satcom hardware, services and software solutions on our resume, we can create cabin-connectivity solutions for your passengers at the lowest possible cost.

**BENEFITS:**

- Provides an integrated solution tailored to customer needs
- Helps operators manage the use of inflight Wi-Fi data to reduce costs
- Works with any communications system and airtime service provider
- Improves inflight Wi-Fi speed and capacity
- Addresses full network architectures for fleet commonality
- Provides connectivity system evaluations
Only Honeywell offers nose-to-tail Connected Aircraft solutions. We provide industry leading hardware and software, reliable airtime access, and our industry-leading GoDirect portfolio of services and applications.

Regardless of which hardware, software and airtime services you’re using, Honeywell’s GoDirect Connectivity Consultation is the right choice when you’re facing inflight connectivity challenges. With Cabin Consultation, we provide you with a unique solution to address specific issues that you’re having with your connectivity systems. We can even create full network architectures to provide fleet commonality.

Honeywell engineers are experts at making sure that your system is configured to prioritize the most important data as it flows on and off the aircraft – whether that’s voice, internet or streaming video.

We meet directly with our customers to make sure we fully understand their priorities, challenges and objectives. Then we look at the hardware and software configurations. We often recreate the entire setup in our systems integration lab so we can find the best possible solution tailored to the operator’s specific needs.